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Abstract: A wireless ad-hoc network also known as autonomous Basic Service Set which is a computer network in 

which the communication links are wireless. In ad-hoc network each node can forward data for other nodes and so the 

determination of which nodes forward data is made dynamically depended on the network connectivity. There are two 

kinds of sources that providing packet losses are link failure and dropping of packets by adversary activities in multi-hop 

wireless ad hoc network. While observing a continuous packet losses in the network for determining whether the packet 

drops are occurred by link errors or by the joined effect of link errors and malicious drop. To improve the detection 

accuracy of adversary an enhanced Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) is used to correctly broadcast the 

routing protocol control traffic on behalf of other nodes. Homomorphic Linear Authenticator (HLA) based public auditing 

scheme allows the detector to calculate the truthfulness of the packet loss information informed by nodes. This algorithm 

is privacy preserving and find the optimal path during transmission. 
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1. Introduction 

In a multi-hop wireless network the packets transfer from 

source to destination through nodes. Nodes support in 

relaying/routing traffic. The malicious node can exploit this 

cooperative nature to launch attacks. Initially the malicious 

node, process in a cooperative way until it discover the path 

from source to destination when it is added into the path, the 

node starts to loss the packets i.e. upstream node can forward 

packet via malicious node. But the malicious node stops 

forwarding nearly all the packets to the downstream node. This 

type of packet dropping is called as persistent packet dropping. 

This packet dropping completely reduces the performance of 

the network. But it is very simple to identify this type of packet 

dropping. 

 Selective packet dropping is another type of packet 

dropping. It is quite different from persistent packet dropping. 

Here malicious node analyze the importance of various packets 

and drops those packets that are very essential. This type of 

packet dropping also reduces the performance of the network. 

But here the possibility of detecting dropped packet is very 

lower than the persistent packet dropping. Detecting selective  

Packet dropping is more complex in a highly dynamic wireless 

environment because the hop must be identifiedand also finds 

whether the packet drop is intentional or unintentional. 

Intentional packet dropping is caused by attackers node and 

unintentional packet dropping is caused by harsh channel 

conditions. The link error always occurs in the open 

environment. So the attacker may use the harsh channel 

condition to drop the small amount of packets. The packet 

dropping rate should be higher than the link error for the 

accurate detection. 

 The algorithm helps to find the malicious packet drop. Here 

detection accuracy is more accurate which is achieved by 

finding the correlation of lost packets which is done by using 

the bitmap of packet arrival provided by each node. The 

packets that are lost help to conclude whether packet loss is 

caused only because of link error or by the combination of both 

link error and malicious packet drop.Evaluation of cooperation 

between the nodes is very important. To ensure the information 

provided by each node HLA cryptographic primitive [1] is 

used. This mechanism provides some extra new features which 

include privacy preservation and reduce overheads between the 

intermediate nodes. But here frequent changes on topology and 

link characteristics have not been considered.  

To improve the detection accuracy of adversary an enhanced 

optimized link state routing protocol (OLSR) is used and 

accurately detectmisbehavior node(s). The OLSR protocol 

achieves optimization by finding for each node of the network 

a minimal subset of neighbors, called Multi Point Relays 

(MPR).Which are able to arrive all 2-hop neighbors of the 

node. Generally two types of routing messages are used a  

HELLO message and a Topology Control (TC) message [16-

17].  

1)  HELLO message is periodically transmitted by each node 

and contains the sender's identity information and three lists:  

- List of neighbors of node from which control traffic has 

been heard.  

- List of neighbors of node with which bi-directionality has 

already committed.  

- List of MPR set of originator node.  

HELLO messages are interchanged locally by neighbor nodes 

and are not forwarded again to other nodes. HELLO message 
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is used for neighbor sensing and also for preference of MPRs 

nodes 

2)  TC messages are also released periodically by MPR nodes. 

TC message includes the list of the sender's MPRSelector set. 

In OLSR, only MPR nodes are responsible for forwarding TC 

messages. Upon getting TC 

The OLSR function can be given as follows: 

Neighbor Sensing: To resolve that each node transmits to its 1-

hop neighbors HELLO messages regularly. 

MPR Selection: There are two different types of sets  

 MPRSet:This set contains the nodes from its 1-hop 

neighbors. When a node sends a routing message, only the 

nodes forward these messages that are in its MPR set Messages 

from all of the MPR nodes, each node can Detect Misbehavior 

Nodes in OptimizedLink State Routing Protocol learns the 

partial network topology and can build a route to every node in 

the network. This is used for route calculation 

 MPR Selector Set. Each node also maintains information 

about the set of nearby nodes that are selected as MPR which is 

known as MPR selector set.  

Topology Diffusion: Nodes that were selected as MPR must 

send TC messages to design routing table. TC messages are 

flooded in the network and only MPRs are allowed to forward 

TC messages. 

2. Related works 

 

Packet dropping and malicious packet attack are the major 

problems in data transfer in Wireless ad-hoc network. Various 

packet dropping detection scheme have been proposed. The 

watchdog detection scheme [12] is a very useful technique for 

misbehavior node detection during packet transmission. In 

which, each node has a watchdog agent to store a packet copy 

before the transmission of that packet.This technique is helpful 

to finds the packet loss in the transmission.  Due to False 

misbehavior and insufficient transmission power, this 

technique fails. And it also causes receiver collision problem. 

To tackle this problem Side Channel Monitoring (SCM) has 

proposed [13]. Instead of watch dog agent Subset of neighbors 

is used for monitoring. The information about misbehavior 

nodes is informed by Alarm channel.  It detects packet drops 

more than the Watchdog Technique but it generates more 

network traffic and communication overhead. 

 To reduce the communication overhead TWOACK 

technique has introduced. In this technique, node can send a 

data packet and it expected to be received by node it must be 

two hops away in the path [14].The acknowledgment packets 

send by the node are called as the TWOACK pack. If the node 

did not sent a proper acknowledgment then it is considered to 

be a misbehaving node and that will be eliminated in the next 

routing. In order to reduce the acknowledgment, overhead 

selective-TWOACK was proposed. It reduces the overhead, 

but generate the problem of false alarms to tackle this problem 

2ACK is proposed [4] but it has no ability to detect 

misbehaving node as it finds misbehaving link only and 

eliminates it. 

 Most of the recent researches focused on providing 

preventive schemes to secure routing in Wireless ad-hoc 

network [18-22]. Key dispensation and establishes a line of 

protection defined in [18], [19] is based on mechanism for in 

which nodes are either trusted or not. Also contribution in [20], 

[22] considers the compromise of trusted nodes. It is 

considered that a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) in place. 

However, the above approaches cannot find attacks from the 

node. It is necessary to understand how malicious nodes can 

attack the ad-hoc network. A model to find the Black Hole 

Search problem algorithm and the number of coordinators that 

are necessary to locate the black hole without the 

understanding of incoming link Developed in [23]. 

 Homomorphic linear authenticator (HLA) based public 

auditing scheme is developed that allows the Auditor to verify 

the truthfulness of the packet loss information informed by 

nodes [1]. A packet may be dropped at an upstream malicious 

node, so a malicious node in downstream does not collect this 

packet and the HLA signature from the route. However, this 

attacker can still open a back-channel to provide this 

information from the upstream malicious node. When being 

checked, the downstream malicious node can still supply valid 

proof for the reception of the packet.  

 So packet losses at the upstream malicious node are not 

discovered. Such collusion is unique to our problem, because 

in the cloud computing/storage server scenario, information is 

uniquely saved at a single server, so there are no other parties 

for the server to collude with. The new HLA construction is 

collusion-proof but it will not work in a dynamic environment. 

Instead of Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [24], the Optimized 

Link State Routing protocol (OLSR) is used for finding the 

optimal path. 

 

3. Proposed detection scheme 

 
3.1 Overview: 

Proposed mechanism has developed by adding new routing 

protocol Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) with 

HLA. It is a proactive or table-driven routing protocol. 

Therefore it has the ability to quickly find routes when it is 

needed. During transmission, it reduces the size of the packets 

and it declares only a selected neighboring node then it 

minimizes flooding by using only the selected nodes. This 

technique highly reduces the number of retransmission. 

 

3.2 HLA with Optimized Link State Routing Protocol 

 

In System model assumes Psd be an arbitrary path in a wireless 

ad hoc network. The path should be as n1,….,nk, where n1 is the 

upstream node of nk, Routing in mobile ad-hoc network is very 

difficult because topology can change very rapidly. The 

proposed scheme of Optimized Link State Routing Protocol 

(OLSR) with HLA helps to find the packet losses effectively 

by providing optimal path during transmission. 

 Figure3.1 illustrates the system design of the proposed 

scheme. Initially Source node ready to transfer a packet and to 

find the correct routing path Optimized Link State Routing 

Protocol [OLSR] and trace route operation can be used by the 

sender node. During transmission packet losses will occur.  At 

that situation, the receiver node can send a feedback to the 

sender. After receiving the feedback from the receiver, the 

sender can call the algorithm to find the unwanted link and the 

packets that are lost and also ensure the packet loss caused by 

the malicious attack or link error.  

Then it removes the unwanted links and retransmits the packet 

without any packet dropping. 
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Figure 3.1: System Design 

 

3.3 Path Discovery and replay Process 

The  Path  Discovery  Process (PDM) between  source  (S)  and  

destination  (D)  under  OLSR  routing protocol  is   illustrated  

in  Figure 3.2 Initially, the source broadcasts a PREQ (Path 

Request) message with a unique identifier to the neighbors of 

one hop. Then each receiver can rebroadcast this received 

message to its neighbors until it reaches the destination. The 

destination can receive the message and updates the sequence 

number of the source and sends a PREP (Path Reply) message 

back to its neighbor. 

 
 

PREQ (Path request) 

PREP (path response) 

Figure: 3.2 Path Discovery Process 

In this proposed scheme, an invalid path is distinguished from 

valid path therefore the security of the transmission is 

increased. The invalid path may contain some malicious nodes 

even though it sends the control packets as the normal 

intermediate node.  Path discovery and reply process help to 

find the valid path by forwarding PREQ or PREP packets. 

 

ALGORITHM -   PDM PROCESSING 

 

 Source Send PDM to Destination as Data packets 

 Increment PDM counter 

 If PDM counter>3 then 

 Start ADMalgorithm 

 End if 

if receiver node = destination   then 

 Send PDM back to source 

Else 

 Forward PDM 

 End if 

 If receiver node = source   then 

 Reset PVM counter 

 End if 

 

In Path discovery process, if the previous node is not a 

malicious node, it receives the CM packet (a small data packet) 

and it can be able to send the ACK to the intermediate node. 

But if it is a malicious node it drops the data packets and it is 

unable to send ACK to the intermediate node. Sometimes if a 

node that receives the CM packet fails to reply, then the 

intermediate node increase the number of count of sending CM 

packet. If the intermediate node finds there is a malicious node 

in the transmission path it will forward the information to all 

other nodes in the network. Then the data packets will be 

sending via another valid path in the network as shown in the 

figure3.2 

 

 
   PREQ (Path request) 

   PREP (path response) 

   Malicious PREP 

Figure: 3.3 Path Reply Process 

3.4Attacker Detection Processing 

In Attacker Detection Scheme, the processor can send Attacker 

Detection Message (ADM) to all nodes in the destination path 

through adjacent–node-to-destination (ANTD). Intermediates 

node needs to send an acknowledgment to the source node for 

a certain time. It updates the potential attacker information. If 

all the nodes along the path replied back to the source with 

ADMb then the source starts the 2
nd

process of the attacker 

search. In this process, the source sends a packet to each node 

and waits for a particular period of time. 

 The intermediate node should reply back to the source 

before the interval time, and then only the source sends PDM 

to the next intermediate node in the path. This process is 

continued till the destination. If a node fails to reply within the 

particular interval time then it will be considered as attacker 

node and added to the black-list. This attacker is considered of 

type-2 where it was dropping the data packets (PDM) but not 

the control packets (ADM) an extra step is added to ensure the 

type-1 attacker is correctly detected. A PDM is sent to the 

attacker and if it replies back to the source then it is considered 

a false detection and removed from the black-list sequentially 

ALGORITHM - ADP PROCESSING 

 

Source sends ADPf to Destination and starts a waiting time  

If receiver node =   destination then 

Send ADPb back to source  

Else  

Forward ADPb to destination    

Sender 

Receiver 

Trace 

Route 

Operation 

 

HLR 

OLSR 
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Send ADPb back to Source with information about 

adjacent-node-to-destination (ANTD) and availability 

of route to destination in the routing table  

 End if  

If Source received ADPb came from Destination then 

No attacker detected,    

start advanced detection  

Cancel ADP wait timer  

Send PDM to each node in path to D  

If Source receive PDM from intermediate node then 

Node is trusted  

Else  

Malicious node of type-2 is detected.  

Add to blacklist table and end ADP 

Process 

End if  

Else  

Last ANTD known by S is suspected as type-1 attacker  

Send PDM to ANTD  

If PVM received then 

ANTD is a trusted node  

Else  

ANTD is confirmed as an attacker  

End if  

End if 

 

 

4. System Modules 

Network Formation 

N number of nodes is deployed randomly with 1500 x 1500 in 

network animator area.The parameters such as, transmission 

range of each node, maximum speed of a mobile node, the 

average number of hops from the source node to the 

destination node.  

Packet Transmission Using OLSR 

Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) is 

an IP routing protocol optimized for wireless ad hoc networks, 

OLSR is a proactive link state routing protocol, which 

hello and topology control (TC) messages to discover and then 

disseminate link state information throughout the ad hoc 

networks. The source node sends the information via 

calculated shortest path routing. In case any failure in link this 

will disseminate the link failure information to all nodes. 

Audit Phase 

Auditor Ad is presented in the network. Ad is independent in 

the sense that it is not associated with any node in PSD and 

does not have any knowledge of the secrets (e.g., cryptographic 

keys) held by various nodes. The auditor is responsible for 

detecting malicious nodes on demand. Specifically, assume 

Sender S receives feedback from Destination D when 

Destination suspects that the route is under attack. Such a 

suspicion may be triggered by observing any abnormal events, 

e.g., a significant performance drop, the loss of multiple 

packets of a certain type, etc. The integrity and authenticity of 

the feedback from D to S can be verified by S using resource 

efficient cryptographic methods such as the homomorphic 

linear authenticators.  

Detection Phase 

Detecting malicious packet drops is a major problem in highly 

mobile networks, because the fast changes in topology of such 

networks makes route interference and causes packet losses. In 

this case, maintaining fixed connectivity between nodes is a 

greater problem than detecting malicious nodes. The function 

fc(i) can be calculated using the probing approach. A sequence 

of M packets is transmitted continuously over the channel. By 

observing whether the transmissions are successful or not, the 

receiver obtains a channel state (s1, . . . , sM), where sj € {0, 1} 

for j = 1, . . . ,M. In this sequence, “1” denotes the successful 

packet delivery, and “0” denotes the packet was dropped  

5. Simulation results and discussions 

The simulation results performed using the network simulator 

ns2 version 2.31.The OLSR protocol implementation follows 

RFC 3626.  

 

Figure 5.1 Packet losses due to link error 

The major objective of simulation is successfully detecting the 

attackers. Here rectangular shape area is selected for good node 

scattering and collaboration. Initially, 31 nodes are deployed. 

The Source node can transmit a data packet through a path as 

28.12.23.26.26.23.0. The auditor node can find the 

misbehaving node (12) by detector node. Detector node is the 

previous node of the misbehavior node. Then the auditor 

eliminate that misbehaving node and quickly find the optimal 

another routing path by OLSR routing protocol. And HLA 

scheme uses to find the collaboration between the lost packets 

to find whether the dropping is occurred by link error or 

malicious attack. Figure 5.1 illustrate the Link error packet 

dropping. After finding link error optimal route is selected for 

retransmission. 

Table5.1 shows the packet loss bitmap. It maintains the 

detector and attacker list. In each path detector node is the 

previous node of the attacker node. 

Detector Path Attacker 

28 28.12.23.26.26.23.0 12 
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16 19.16.9.12.0 9 

13 13.21.4.0 21 

Table5.1 packet loss bitmap 

 Figure 5.1 illustrate the relation between a number of 

maliciously dropped packets and detection error probability 

and the detection accuracy is compared with existing algorithm 

(Maximum Likelihood algorithm) ML scheme. The proposed 

mechanism of OLSR with HLA improves the detection 

accuracy of packet dropping. This only utilizes the distribution 

of the number of lost packets. For given packet-loss bitmaps, 

the detection on different hops is conducted separately. So, 

only it is needed to simulate the detection of one hop to 

evaluate the performance of a given algorithm.  

 

Figure 5.1 Detection error probabilities over number of 

dropped packets 

Optimized Link State Routing protocol improves the 

probability of false alarm, probability of misdetection, and the 

overall detection-error probability. 

 

Conclusion 

The correlations of lost packet are correctly calculated. To 

ensure the truthfulness of information send by the nodes HLA 

based auditing with OLSR is used to provide privacy 

preserving collision avoidance and low communication storage 

overheads. And it improves the error probability detection. 

Extension to dynamic environments will be studied in 

future work. Routing in wireless ad-hoc networks is difficult 

because the topology can change very frequently. By the time 

new transmission paths are discovered therefore packet losses 

can occur. Future work focusing on route packets successfully, 

even if the topology changes very rapidly. 
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